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Restlet In Action Developing Restful
Web Apis In Java
A new edition of a classic title, featuring updated and
additional material to reflect today’s competitive work
environments, contributed by a team of international
experts. Essential for anyone involved in the design,
management and use of work places, this is a critical
multidisciplinary review of the factors affecting
productivity, as well a practical solutions manual for
common problems and issues.
What are the ingredients of robust, elegant, flexible, and
maintainable software architecture? Beautiful
Architecture answers this question through a collection of
intriguing essays from more than a dozen of today's
leading software designers and architects. In each
essay, contributors present a notable software
architecture, and analyze what makes it innovative and
ideal for its purpose. Some of the engineers in this book
reveal how they developed a specific project, including
decisions they faced and tradeoffs they made. Others
take a step back to investigate how certain architectural
aspects have influenced computing as a whole. With this
book, you'll discover: How Facebook's architecture is the
basis for a data-centric application ecosystem The effect
of Xen's well-designed architecture on the way operating
systems evolve How community processes within the
KDE project help software architectures evolve from
rough sketches to beautiful systems How creeping
featurism has helped GNU Emacs gain unanticipated
functionality The magic behind the Jikes RVM selfPage 1/39
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optimizable, self-hosting runtime Design choices and
building blocks that made Tandem the choice platform in
high-availability environments for over two decades
Differences and similarities between object-oriented and
functional architectural views How architectures can
affect the software's evolution and the developers'
engagement Go behind the scenes to learn what it takes
to design elegant software architecture, and how it can
shape the way you approach your own projects, with
Beautiful Architecture.
Learn Rails the way the Rails core team recommends it,
along with the tens of thousands of developers who have
used this broad, far-reaching tutorial and reference. If
you're new to Rails, you'll get step-by-step guidance. If
you're an experienced developer, get the
comprehensive, insider information you need for the
latest version of Ruby on Rails. The new edition of this
award-winning classic is completely updated for Rails 6
and Ruby 2.6, with information on system testing,
Webpack, and advanced JavaScript. Ruby on Rails
helps you produce high-quality, beautiful-looking web
applications quickly - you concentrate on creating the
application, and Rails takes care of the details. Rails 6
brings many improvements, and this edition is updated to
cover the new features and changes in best practices.
We start with a step-by-step walkthrough of building a
real application, and in-depth chapters look at the built-in
Rails features. Follow along with an extended tutorial as
you write a web-based store application. Eliminate
tedious configuration and housekeeping, seamlessly
incorporate Ajax and JavaScript, send and receive
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emails, manage background jobs with ActiveJob, and
build real-time features using WebSockets and
ActionCable. Test your applications as you write them
using the built-in unit, integration, and system testing
frameworks, internationalize your applications, and
deploy your applications easily and securely. New in this
edition is coverage of Action Mailer, which allows you to
receive emails in your app as well as ActionText, a zeroconfiguration rich text editing feature. Rails 1.0 was
released in December 2005. This book was there from
the start, and didn't just evolve alongside Rails, it
evolved with Rails. It has been developed in consultation
with the Rails core team. In fact, Rails itself is tested
against the code in this book. What You Need: All you
need is a Windows, Mac OS X, or Linux machine to do
development on. This book will take you through the
steps to install Rails and its dependencies. If you aren't
familiar with the Ruby programming language, this book
contains a chapter that covers the basics necessary to
understand the material in the book.
Design scalable and robust RESTful web services with
JAX-RS and Jersey extension APIs About This Book Get
to grips with the portable Java APIs used for JSON
processing Design solutions to produce, consume, and
visualize RESTful web services using WADL, RAML, and
Swagger A step-by-step guide packed with many real-life
use-cases to help you build efficient and secure RESTful
web APIs in Java Who This Book Is For If you are a web
developer with a basic understanding of the REST
concepts but are new to the idea of designing and
developing RESTful web services, this is the book for
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you. As all the code samples for the book are written in
Java, proficiency in Java is a must. What You Will Learn
Introduce yourself to the RESTful software architectural
style and the REST API design principles Make use of
the JSR 353 APIs and Jackson API for JSON processing
Build portable RESTful web APIs, making use of the JAXRS 2.0 API Simplify API development using the Jersey
extension APIs Secure your RESTful web services with
various authentication and authorization mechanisms
Get to grips with the various metadata solutions to
describe, produce, and consume RESTful web services
Understand the design and coding guidelines to build
well-performing RESTful APIs See how the role of
RESTful web services changes with emerging
technologies and trends In Detail REST
(REpresentational State Transfer) is a simple yet
powerful software architecture style to create scalable
web services and allow them to be simple, lightweight,
and fast. The REST API uses HTTP and JSON, so that it
can be used with many programming languages such as
Ruby, Java, Python, and Scala. Its use in Java seems to
be the most popular though, because of the API's
reusability. This book is a guide to developing RESTful
web services in Java using the popular RESTful
framework APIs available today. You will begin with
gaining an in-depth knowledge of the RESTful software
architectural style and its relevance in modern
applications. Further, you will understand the APIs to
parse, generate, transform, and query JSON effectively.
Then, you will see how to build a simple RESTful service
using the popular JAX-RS 2.0 API along with some realPage 4/39
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world examples. This book will introduce you to the
Jersey framework API, which is used to simplify your
web services. You will also see how to secure your
services with various authentication mechanisms. You
will get to grips with various solutions to describe,
produce, consume, and visualize RESTful web services.
Finally, you will see how to design your web services to
equip them for the future technological advances, be it
Cloud or mobile computing. By the end of this book, you
will be able to efficiently build robust, scalable, and
secure RESTful web services, making use of the JAXRS and Jersey framework extensions. Style and
approach This book is written as a step-by-step guide to
designing and developing robust RESTful web services.
Each topic is explained in a simple and easy-tounderstand manner with lots of real-life use-cases and
their solutions.
"Every developer working with the Web needs to read
this book." -- David Heinemeier Hansson, creator of the
Rails framework "RESTful Web Services finally provides
a practical roadmap for constructing services that
embrace the Web, instead of trying to route around it." -Adam Trachtenberg, PHP author and EBay Web
Services Evangelist You've built web sites that can be
used by humans. But can you also build web sites that
are usable by machines? That's where the future lies,
and that's what RESTful Web Services shows you how
to do. The World Wide Web is the most popular
distributed application in history, and Web services and
mashups have turned it into a powerful distributed
computing platform. But today's web service
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technologies have lost sight of the simplicity that made
the Web successful. They don't work like the Web, and
they're missing out on its advantages. This book puts the
"Web" back into web services. It shows how you can
connect to the programmable web with the technologies
you already use every day. The key is REST, the
architectural style that drives the Web. This book:
Emphasizes the power of basic Web technologies -- the
HTTP application protocol, the URI naming standard,
and the XML markup language Introduces the ResourceOriented Architecture (ROA), a common-sense set of
rules for designing RESTful web services Shows how a
RESTful design is simpler, more versatile, and more
scalable than a design based on Remote Procedure
Calls (RPC) Includes real-world examples of RESTful
web services, like Amazon's Simple Storage Service and
the Atom Publishing Protocol Discusses web service
clients for popular programming languages Shows how
to implement RESTful services in three popular
frameworks -- Ruby on Rails, Restlet (for Java), and
Django (for Python) Focuses on practical issues: how to
design and implement RESTful web services and clients
This is the first book that applies the REST design
philosophy to real web services. It sets down the best
practices you need to make your design a success, and
the techniques you need to turn your design into working
code. You can harness the power of the Web for
programmable applications: you just have to work with
the Web instead of against it. This book shows you how.
A hands-on guide to building an enterprise-grade,
scalable RESTful web service using the Spring
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Framework About This Book Follow best practices and
explore techniques such as clustering and caching to
achieve a scalable web service Leverage the Spring
Framework to quickly implement RESTful endpoints
Learn to implement a client library for a RESTful web
service using the Spring Framework Who This Book Is
For This book is intended for those who want to learn to
build RESTful web services with the Spring Framework.
To make best use of the code samples included in the
book, you should have a basic knowledge of the Java
language. Previous experience with the Spring
Framework would also help you get up and running
quickly. What You Will Learn Deep dive into the
principles behind REST Expose CRUD operations
through RESTful endpoints with the Spring Framework
Devise response formats and error handling strategies,
offering a consistent and flexible structure to simplify
integration for service consumers Follow the best
approaches for dealing with a service's evolution while
maintaining backward compatibility Understand
techniques to secure web services Comply with the best
ways to test RESTful web services, including tips for load
testing Optimise and scale web services using
techniques such as caching and clustering In Detail
REST is an architectural style that tackles the challenges
of building scalable web services. In today's connected
world, APIs have taken a central role on the web. APIs
provide the fabric through which systems interact, and
REST has become synonymous with APIs. The depth,
breadth, and ease of use of Spring makes it one of the
most attractive frameworks in the Java ecosystem.
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Marrying the two technologies is therefore a very natural
choice. This book takes you through the design of
RESTful web services and leverages the Spring
Framework to implement these services. Starting from
the basics of the philosophy behind REST, you'll go
through the steps of designing and implementing an
enterprise-grade RESTful web service. Taking a practical
approach, each chapter provides code samples that you
can apply to your own circumstances. This book goes
beyond the use of Spring and explores approaches to
tackle resilience, security, and scalability concerns. You'll
learn techniques to deal with security in Spring and
discover how to implement unit and integration test
strategies. Finally, the book ends by walking you through
building a Java client for your RESTful web service,
along with some scaling techniques for it. Style and
approach This book is a step-by-step, hands-on guide to
designing and building RESTful web services. The book
follows the natural cycle of developing these services
and includes multiple code samples to help you.
Master core REST concepts and create RESTful web
services in Java About This Book Build efficient and
secure RESTful web APIs in Java.. Design solutions to
produce, consume and visualize RESTful web services
using WADL, RAML, and Swagger Familiarize the role of
RESTful APIs usage in emerging technology trends like
Cloud, IoT, Social Media. Who This Book Is For If you
are a web developer with a basic understanding of the
REST concepts and envisage to get acquainted with the
idea of designing and developing RESTful web services,
this is the book for you. As all the code samples for the
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book are written in Java, proficiency in Java is a must.
What You Will Learn Introduce yourself to the RESTful
software architectural style and the REST API design
principles Make use of the JSR 353 API, JSR 374 API,
JSR 367 API and Jackson API for JSON processing
Build portable RESTful web APIs, making use of the JAXRS 2.1 API Simplify API development using the Jersey
and RESTEasy extension APIs Secure your RESTful
web services with various authentication and
authorization mechanisms Get to grips with the various
metadata solutions to describe, produce, and consume
RESTful web services Understand the design and coding
guidelines to build well-performing RESTful APIs See
how the role of RESTful web services changes with
emerging technologies and trends In Detail
Representational State Transfer (REST) is a simple yet
powerful software architecture style to create lightweight
and scalable web services. The RESTful web services
use HTTP as the transport protocol and can use any
message formats, including XML, JSON(widely used),
CSV, and many more, which makes it easily interoperable across different languages and platforms. This
successful book is currently in its 3rd edition and has
been used by thousands of developers. It serves as an
excellent guide for developing RESTful web services in
Java. This book attempts to familiarize the reader with
the concepts of REST. It is a pragmatic guide for
designing and developing web services using Java APIs
for real-life use cases following best practices and for
learning to secure REST APIs using OAuth and JWT.
Finally, you will learn the role of RESTful web services
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for future technological advances, be it cloud, IoT or
social media. By the end of this book, you will be able to
efficiently build robust, scalable, and secure RESTful
web services using Java APIs. Style and approach Stepby-step guide to designing and developing robust
RESTful web services. Each topic is explained in a
simple and easy-to-understand manner with lots of reallife use-cases and their solutions.
As a Java programmer, how can you tackle the
disruptive client-server approach to web development?
With this comprehensive guide, you’ll learn how today’s
client-side technologies and web APIs work with various
Java tools. Author Casimir Saternos provides the big
picture of client-server development, and then takes you
through many practical client-server architectures. You’ll
work with hands-on projects in several chapters to get a
feel for the topics discussed. User habits, technologies,
and development methods have drastically altered web
app design in recent years. But the Web itself hasn’t
changed. This book shows you how to build apps that
conform to the web’s underlying architecture. Learn the
advantages of using separate client and server tiers,
including code organization and speedy prototyping
Explore the major tools, frameworks, and starter projects
used in JavaScript development Dive into web API
design and REST style of software architecture
Understand Java’s alternatives to traditional packaging
methods and application server deployment Build
projects with lightweight servers, using jQuery with
Jython, and Sinatra with Angular Create client-server
web apps with traditional Java web application servers
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and libraries

Quickly and productively develop complex Spring
applications and microservices out of the box, with
minimal concern over things like configurations. This
revised book will show you how to fully leverage the
Spring Boot 2 technology and how to apply it to
create enterprise ready applications that just work. It
will also cover what's been added to the new Spring
Boot 2 release, including Spring Framework 5
features like WebFlux, Security, Actuator and the
new way to expose Metrics through Micrometer
framework, and more. This book is your authoritative
hands-on practical guide for increasing your
enterprise Java and cloud application productivity
while decreasing development time. It's a no
nonsense guide with case studies of increasing
complexity throughout the book. The author, a senior
solutions architect and Principal Technical instructor
with Pivotal, the company behind the Spring
Framework, shares his experience, insights and firsthand knowledge about how Spring Boot technology
works and best practices. Pro Spring Boot 2 is an
essential book for your Spring learning and
reference library. What You Will Learn Configure and
use Spring Boot Use non-functional requirements
with Spring Boot Actuator Carry out web
development with Spring Boot Persistence with
JDBC, JPA and NoSQL Databases Messaging with
JMS, RabbitMQ and WebSockets Test and deploy
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with Spring Boot A quick look at the Spring Cloud
projects Microservices and deployment to the Cloud
Extend Spring Boot by creating your own Spring
Boot Starter and @Enable feature Who This Book Is
For Experienced Spring and Java developers
seeking increased productivity gains and decreased
complexity and development time in their
applications and software services.
This example-driven book offers a thorough
introduction to Java's APIs for XML Web Services
(JAX-WS) and RESTful Web Services (JAX-RS).
Java Web Services: Up and Running takes a clear,
pragmatic approach to these technologies by
providing a mix of architectural overview, complete
working code examples, and short yet precise
instructions for compiling, deploying, and executing
an application. You'll learn how to write web services
from scratch and integrate existing services into your
Java applications. With Java Web Services: Up and
Running, you will: Understand the distinction
between SOAP-based and REST-style services
Write, deploy, and consume SOAP-based services
in core Java Understand the Web Service Definition
Language (WSDL) service contract Recognize the
structure of a SOAP message Learn how to deliver
Java-based RESTful web services and consume
commercial RESTful services Know security
requirements for SOAP- and REST-based web
services Learn how to implement JAX-WS in various
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application servers Ideal for students as well as
experienced programmers, Java Web Services: Up
and Running is the concise guide you need to start
working with these technologies right away.
Information granules, as encountered in natural
language, are implicit in nature. To make them fully
operational so they can be effectively used to
analyze and design intelligent systems, information
granules need to be made explicit. An emerging
discipline, granular computing focuses on formalizing
information granules and unifying them to create a
coherent methodological and developmental
environment for intelligent system design and
analysis. Granular Computing: Analysis and Design
of Intelligent Systems presents the unified principles
of granular computing along with its comprehensive
algorithmic framework and design practices.
Introduces the concepts of information granules,
information granularity, and granular computing
Presents the key formalisms of information granules
Builds on the concepts of information granules with
discussion of higher-order and higher-type
information granules Discusses the operational
concept of information granulation and degranulation
by highlighting the essence of this tandem and its
quantification in terms of the associated
reconstruction error Examines the principle of
justifiable granularity Stresses the need to look at
information granularity as an important design asset
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that helps construct more realistic models of realworld systems or facilitate collaborative pursuits of
system modeling Highlights the concepts,
architectures, and design algorithms of granular
models Explores application domains where granular
computing and granular models play a visible role,
including pattern recognition, time series, and
decision making Written by an internationally
renowned authority in the field, this innovative book
introduces readers to granular computing as a new
paradigm for the analysis and synthesis of intelligent
systems. It is a valuable resource for those engaged
in research and practical developments in computer,
electrical, industrial, manufacturing, and biomedical
engineering. Building from fundamentals, the book is
also suitable for readers from nontechnical
disciplines where information granules assume a
visible position.
Explore the emerging definitions, protocols, and
standards for SDN—software-defined, softwaredriven, programmable networks—with this
comprehensive guide. Two senior network engineers
show you what’s required for building networks that
use software for bi-directional communication
between applications and the underlying network
infrastructure. This vendor-agnostic book also
presents several SDN use cases, including
bandwidth scheduling and manipulation, input traffic
and triggered actions, as well as some interesting
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use cases around big data, data center overlays,
and network-function virtualization. Discover how
enterprises and service providers alike are pursuing
SDN as it continues to evolve. Explore the current
state of the OpenFlow model and centralized
network control Delve into distributed and central
control, including data plane generation Examine the
structure and capabilities of commercial and open
source controllers Survey the available technologies
for network programmability Trace the modern data
center from desktop-centric to highly distributed
models Discover new ways to connect instances of
network-function virtualization and service chaining
Get detailed information on constructing and
maintaining an SDN network topology Examine an
idealized SDN framework for controllers,
applications, and ecosystems
The approach we take is ideal for software
developers with some, or extensive, programming
experience: we design a RESTful API, which serves
as our software specification, and implement it with
every framework discussed in the book—there are no
hypothetical examples; only practical working
applications. This book is for Java developers who
want to code RESTful web services using any of the
open source RESTful frameworks available to date,
for example, JAX-RS implementations such as
Jersey and RESTEasy, the Restlet lightweight
framework, or Struts 2 with the REST plug-in. You
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don't need to know REST, as we cover the theory of
REST and web services; however, you should be
familiar with the Java language and have some
understanding of Java web applications. For each
framework, we develop the same web service
outlined in Chapter 4, so there is lots of working
code available. This is a practical guide and the
majority of the book is about coding RESTful web
services, and not just about the theory of REST.
Summary Spring Batch in Action is an in-depth guide
to writing batch applications using Spring Batch.
Written for developers who have basic knowledge of
Java and the Spring lightweight container, the book
provides both a best-practices approach to writing
batch jobs and comprehensive coverage of the
Spring Batch framework. About the Technology
Even though running batch jobs is a common task,
there's no standard way to write them. Spring Batch
is a framework for writing batch applications in Java.
It includes reusable components and a solid runtime
environment, so you don't have to start a new project
from scratch. And it uses Spring's familiar
programming model to simplify configuration and
implementation, so it'll be comfortably familiar to
most Java developers. About the Book Spring Batch
in Action is a thorough, in-depth guide to writing
efficient batch applications. Starting with the basics,
it discusses the best practices of batch jobs along
with details of the Spring Batch framework. You'll
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learn by working through dozens of practical,
reusable examples in key areas like monitoring,
tuning, enterprise integration, and automated testing.
No prior batch programming experience is required.
Basic knowledge of Java and Spring is assumed.
Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a
free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning.
Also available is all code from the book. What's
Inside Batch programming from the ground up
Implementing data components Handling errors
during batch processing Automating tedious tasks
Table of Contents PART 1 BACKGROUND
Introducing Spring Batch Spring Batch concepts
PART 2 CORE SPRING BATCH Batch configuration
Running batch jobs Reading data Writing data
Processing data Implementing bulletproof jobs
Transaction management PART 3 ADVANCED
SPRING BATCH Controlling execution Enterprise
integration Monitoring jobs Scaling and parallel
processing Testing batch applications
This book embarks on a mission to dissect, unravel
and demystify the concepts of Web services,
including their implementation and composition
techniques. It provides a comprehensive perspective
on the fundamentals of implementation standards
and strategies for Web services (in the first half of
the book), while also presenting composition
techniques for leveraging existing services to create
larger ones (in the second half). Pursuing a unique
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approach, it begins with a sound overview of
concepts, followed by a targeted technical
discussion that is in turn linked to practical exercises
for hands-on learning. For each chapter, practical
exercises are available on Github. Mainly intended
as a comprehensive textbook on the implementation
and composition of Web services, it also offers a
useful reference guide for academics and
practitioners. Lecturers will find this book useful for a
variety of courses, from undergraduate courses on
the foundational technology of Web services through
graduate courses on complex Web service
composition. Students and researchers entering the
field will benefit from the combination of a broad
technical overview with practical self-guided
exercises. Lastly, professionals will gain a wellinformed grasp of how to synthesize the concepts of
conventional and “newer” breeds of Web services,
which they can use to revise foundational concepts
or for practical implementation tasks.
Pro ActiveRecord for Ruby helps you take
advantage of the full power of your database engine
from within your Ruby programs and Rails
applications. It walks you through every step from
the basics of getting and installing the ActiveRecord
library to working with legacy schema to using
features specific to each of today's most popular
database engines, including Oracle, MS SQL, and
MySQL. You'll come to a deep understanding of
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ActiveRecord that will enable you to truly exploit all
that Ruby, Rails, and your chosen database platform
have to offer.
Why spend time on coding problems that others
have already solved when you could be making real
progress on your Ruby project? This updated
cookbook provides more than 350 recipes for solving
common problems, on topics ranging from basic
data structures, classes, and objects, to web
development, distributed programming, and
multithreading. Revised for Ruby 2.1, each recipe
includes a discussion on why and how the solution
works. You’ll find recipes suitable for all skill levels,
from Ruby newbies to experts who need an
occasional reference. With Ruby Cookbook, you’ll
not only save time, but keep your brain percolating
with new ideas as well. Recipes cover: Data
structures including strings, numbers, date and time,
arrays, hashes, files and directories Using Ruby’s
code blocks, also known as closures OOP features
such as classes, methods, objects, and modules
XML and HTML, databases and persistence, and
graphics and other formats Web development with
Rails and Sinatra Internet services, web services,
and distributed programming Software testing,
debugging, packaging, and distributing Multitasking,
multithreading, and extending Ruby with other
languages
Develop RESTful web services using the Flask microPage 19/39
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framework and integrate them using MySQL. Use
Flask to develop, deploy, and manage REST APIs
with easy-to-read and understand Python code.
Solve your problem from a choice of libraries. Learn
to use MySQL as the web services database for your
Flask API using SQLAlchemy ORM. Building REST
APIs with Flask provides a primer on Flask, RESTful
services, and working with pip to set up your virtual
environment. The key differences between NoSQL
and SQL are covered, and you are taught how to
connect MySQL and Flask using SQLAlchemy.
Author Kunal Relan presents best practices for
creating REST APIs and guides you in structuring
your app and testing REST endpoints. He teaches
you how to set up authentication and render HTML
using views. You learn how to write unit tests for
your REST APIs, and understand mocks, assertions,
and integration testing. You will know how to
document your REST APIs, deploy your Flask
application on all of the major cloud platforms, and
debug and monitor your Flask application. What
You'll Learn Use MySQL to create Flask REST APIs
Test REST endpoints Create CRUD endpoints with
Flask and MySQL Deploy Flask on all of the major
cloud platforms Monitor your Flask application Who
This Book Is For Python developers interested in
REST API development using Flask and web
developers with basic programming knowledge who
want to learn how Python and REST APIs work
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together. Readers should be familiar with Python
(command line, or at least pip) and MySQL.
Learn to build modern, secure, highly available web
MVC applications and API’s using Python`s Flask
framework. Key Features Create production-ready
MVC and REST API with the dynamic features of
Flask Utilize the various extensions like Flask-JWT
and Flask-SQLAlchemy to develop powerful
applications Deploy your flask application on realworld platforms like AWS and Heroku on VM’s or
Docker containers Book Description Flask is a
popular Python framework known for its lightweight
and modular design. Mastering Flask Web
Development will take you on a complete tour of the
Flask environment and teach you how to build a
production-ready application. You'll begin by learning
about the installation of Flask and basic concepts
such as MVC and accessing a database using an
ORM. You will learn how to structure your
application so that it can scale to any size with the
help of Flask Blueprints. You'll then learn how to use
Jinja2 templates with a high level of expertise. You
will also learn how to develop with SQL or NoSQL
databases, and how to develop REST APIs and JWT
authentication. Next, you'll move on to build rolebased access security and authentication using
LDAP, OAuth, OpenID, and database. Also learn
how to create asynchronous tasks that can scale to
any load using Celery and RabbitMQ or Redis. You
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will also be introduced to a wide range of Flask
extensions to leverage technologies such as cache,
localization, and debugging. You will learn how to
build your own Flask extensions, how to write tests,
and how to get test coverage reports. Finally, you
will learn how to deploy your application on Heroku
and AWS using various technologies, such as
Docker, CloudFormation, and Elastic Beanstalk, and
will also learn how to develop Jenkins pipelines to
build, test, and deploy applications. What you will
learn Develop a Flask extension using best practices
Implement various authentication methods: LDAP,
JWT, Database, OAuth, and OpenID Learn how to
develop role-based access security and become an
expert on Jinja2 templates Build tests for your
applications and APIs Install and configure a
distributed task queue using Celery and RabbitMQ
Develop RESTful APIs and secure REST API's
Deploy highly available applications that scale on
Heroku and AWS using Docker or VMs Who this
book is for The ideal target audience for this book
would be Python developers who want to use Flask
and its advanced features to create Enterprise grade
and lightweight applications. The book is for those
who have some exposure of Flask and want to take
it from introductory to master level.
Summary Camel in Action, Second Edition is the
most complete Camel book on the market. Written
by core developers of Camel and the authors of the
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highly acclaimed first edition, this book distills their
experience and practical insights so that you can
tackle integration tasks like a pro. Forewords by
James Strachan and Dr. Mark Little Purchase of the
print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the
Technology Apache Camel is a Java framework that
implements enterprise integration patterns (EIPs)
and comes with over 200 adapters to third-party
systems. A concise DSL lets you build integration
logic into your app with just a few lines of Java or
XML. By using Camel, you benefit from the testing
and experience of a large and vibrant open source
community. About the Book Camel in Action, Second
Edition is the definitive guide to the Camel
framework. It starts with core concepts like sending,
receiving, routing, and transforming data. It then
goes in depth on many topics such as how to
develop, debug, test, deal with errors, secure, scale,
cluster, deploy, and monitor your Camel
applications. The book also discusses how to run
Camel with microservices, reactive systems,
containers, and in the cloud. What's Inside Coverage
of all relevant EIPs Camel microservices with Spring
Boot Camel on Docker and Kubernetes Error
handling, testing, security, clustering, monitoring,
and deployment Hundreds of examples in Java and
XML About the Reader Readers should be familiar
with Java. This book is accessible to beginners and
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invaluable to experts. About the Author Claus Ibsen
is a senior principal engineer working for Red Hat
specializing in cloud and integration. He has worked
on Apache Camel for the last nine years where he
heads the project. Claus lives in Denmark. Jonathan
Anstey is an engineering manager at Red Hat and a
core Camel contributor. He lives in Newfoundland,
Canada. Table of Contents Part 1 - First steps
Meeting Camel Routing with Camel Part 2 - Core
Camel Transforming data with Camel Using beans
with Camel Enterprise integration patterns Using
components Part 3 - Developing and testing
Microservices Developing Camel projects Testing
RESTful web services Part 4 - Going further with
Camel Error handling Transactions and idempotency
Parallel processing Securing Camel Part 5 - Running
and managing Camel Running and deploying Camel
Management and monitoring Part 6 - Out in the wild
Clustering Microservices with Docker and
Kubernetes Camel tooling Bonus online chapters
Available at https://www.manning.com/books/camelin-?action-second-edition and in electronic versions
of this book: Reactive Camel Camel and the IoT by
Henryk Konsek
There are dozens of Java frameworks out there, but
most of them require you to learn special coding
techniques and new, often rigid, patterns of
development. Wicket is different. As a componentbased Web application framework, Wicket lets you
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build maintainable enterprise-grade web applications
using the power of plain old Java objects (POJOs),
HTML, Ajax, Spring, Hibernate and Maven. Wicket
automatically manages state at the component level,
which means no more awkward HTTPSession
objects. Its elegant programming model enables you
to write rich web applications quickly. Wicket in
Action is an authoritative, comprehensive guide for
Java developers building Wicket-based Web
applications. This book starts with an introduction to
Wicket's structure and components, and moves
quickly into examples of Wicket at work. Written by
two of the project's earliest and most authoritative
experts, this book shows you both the "how-to" and
the "why" of Wicket. As you move through the book,
you'll learn to use and customize Wicket
components, how to interact with other technologies
like Spring and Hibernate, and how to build rich, Ajaxdriven features into your applications. Purchase of
the print book comes with an offer of a free PDF,
ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also
available is all code from the book.
REST continues to gain momentum as the best
method for building Web services, and this down-toearth book delivers techniques and examples that
show how to design and implement integration
solutions using the REST architectural style.
REST is an architectural style that tackles the
challenges of building scalable web services. In
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today's connected world, APIs have taken a central
role on the web. APIs provide the fabric through
which systems interact, and REST has become
synonymous with APIs. The depth, breadth, and
ease of use of ASP.NET Core, makes it a breeze for
...
Design and implement efficient RESTful solutions
with this practical hands-on guide About This Book
Create a fully featured RESTful API solution from
scratch. Learn how to leverage Node.JS, Express,
MongoDB and NoSQL datastores to give an extra
edge to your REST API design. Use this practical
guide to integrate MongoDB in your Node.js
application. Who This Book Is For The ideal target
audience for this book is web developers who have
some experience with RESTful services. Familiarity
with basic JavaScript programming techniques is
required. No prior experience with Node.JS or
Express.js is required. What You Will Learn Install,
develop, and test your own Node.js user modules
Comprehend the differences between an HTTP and
a RESTful application Optimize RESTful service URI
routing with best practices Eliminate third-party
dependencies in your tests with mocking Learn
about NoSQL data stores and integrate MongoDB in
your Node.js application with Mongoose Secure your
services with NoSQL database integration within
Node.js applications Enrich your development skills
to create scalable, server-side, RESTful applications
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based on the Node.js platform In Detail In this era of
cloud computing, every data provisioning solution is
built in a scalable and fail-safe way. Thus, when
building RESTful services, the right choice for the
underlying platform is vital. Node.js, with its
asynchronous, event-driven architecture, is exactly
the right choice to build RESTful APIs. This book will
help you enrich your development skills to create
scalable, server-side, RESTful applications based on
the Node.js platform. Starting with the fundamentals
of REST, you will understand why RESTful web
services are better data provisioning solution than
other technologies. You will start setting up a
development environment by installing Node.js,
Express.js, and other modules. Next, you will write a
simple HTTP request handler and create and test
Node.js modules using automated tests and mock
objects. You will then have to choose the most
appropriate data storage type, having options
between a key/value or document data store, and
also you will implement automated tests for it. This
module will evolve chapter by chapter until it turns
into a full-fledged and secure Restful service. Style
and approach Create state of the art RESTful API
solutions leveraging Node.JS 4.x.
Summary Restlet in Action gets you started with the Restlet
Framework and the REST architecture style. You'll create and
deploy applications in record time while learning to use
popular RESTful Web APIs effectively. This book looks at the
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many aspects of web development, on both the server and
client side, along with cloud computing, mobile Android
devices, and Semantic Web applications. About the
Technology In a RESTful architecture any component can
act, if needed, as both client and server—this is flexible and
powerful, but tricky to implement. The Restlet project is a
reference implementation with a Java-based API and
everything you need to build servers and web clients that
integrate with most web and enterprise technologies. About
the Book Restlet in Action introduces the Restlet Framework
and RESTful web APIs. You'll see how to easily create and
deploy your own web API while learning to consume other
web APIs effectively. You'll learn about designing, securing,
versioning, documentation, optimizing, and more on both the
server and client side, as well as about cloud computing,
mobile Android devices, and Semantic Web applications. The
book requires a basic knowledge of Java and the web, but no
prior exposure to REST or Restlet. Purchase of the print book
comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook
from Manning. Also available is all code from the book.
What's Inside Written by the creators of Restlet! How to
create your own web API How to deploy on cloud and mobile
platforms Focus on Android, Google App Engine, Google
Web Toolkit, and OSGi technologies Table of Contents PART
1 GETTING STARTED Introducing the Restlet Framework
Beginning a Restlet application Deploying a Restlet
application PART 2 GETTING READY TO ROLL OUT
Producing and consuming Restlet representations Securing a
Restlet application Documenting and versioning a Restlet
application Enhancing a Restlet application with recipes and
best practices PART 3 FURTHER USE POSSIBILITIES
Using Restlet with cloud platforms Using Restlet in browsers
and mobile devices Embracing hypermedia and the Semantic
Web The future of Restlet
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Discover the RESTful technologies, including REST, JSON,
XML, JAX-RS web services, SOAP and more, for building
today's microservices, big data applications, and web service
applications. This book is based on a course the Oraclebased author is teaching for UC Santa Cruz Silicon Valley
which covers architecture, design best practices and coding
labs. Pro RESTful APIs: Design gives you all the
fundamentals from the top down: from the top (architecture)
through the middle (design) to the bottom (coding). This book
is a must have for any microservices or web services
developer building applications and services. What You'll
Learn Discover the key RESTful APIs, including REST,
JSON, XML, JAX, SOAP and more Use these for web
services and data exchange, especially in today's big data
context Harness XML, JSON, REST, and JAX-RS in
examples and case studies Apply best practices to your
solutions’ architecture Who This Book Is For Experienced
web programmers and developers.
Ajax, or Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, exploded onto
the scene in the spring of 2005 and remains the hottest story
among web developers. With its rich combination of
technologies, Ajax provides astrong foundation for creating
interactive web applications with XML or JSON-based web
services by using JavaScript in the browser to process the
web server response. Ajax Design Patterns shows you best
practices that can dramatically improve your web
development projects. It investigates how others have
successfully dealt with conflictingdesign principles in the past
and then relays that information directly to you. The patterns
outlined in the book fall into four categories: Foundational
technology: Examines the raw technologies required for Ajax
development Programming: Exposes techniques that
developers have discovered to ensure their Ajax applications
are maintainable Functionality and usability: Describes the
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types of user interfaces you'll come across in Ajax
applications, as well as the new types of functionality that
Ajax makes possible Development: Explains the process
being used to monitor, debug, and test Ajax applications Ajax
Design Patterns will also get you up to speed with core Ajax
technologies, such as XMLHttpRequest, the DOM, and
JSON. Technical discussions are followed by code examples
so you can see for yourself just what is-and isn't-possible with
Ajax. This handy reference will help you to produce highquality Ajax architectures, streamline web application
performance, and improve the userexperience. Michael
Mahemoff holds a PhD in Computer Science and Software
Engineering from the University of Melbourne, where his
thesis was "Design Reuse in Software Engineering and
Human-Computer Interaction." He lives in London and
consults on software development issues in banking, health
care, and logistics. "Michael Mahemoff's Ajax Design Patterns
is a truly comprehensive compendium of webapplication
design expertise, centered around but not limited to Ajax
techniques. Polished nuggets of design wisdom are
supported by tutorials and real-world code examples resulting
in a book thatserves not only as an intermediate to expert
handbook but also as an extensive reference for building rich
interactive web applications." --Brent Ashley, remote scripting
pioneer
It was mortifying! How had Kate ended up in hotel tycoon
Zack Boudreaux's office in nothing but her underwear? Zack
appeared to assume the worst and Kate could hardly blame
him. But she had no clothes, passport or plane ticket home.
She would have to hope Zack could help her…. And he did.
First with a bathrobe, and then with a job. She'd be at his
beck and call as his very personal assistant….
Restlet in ActionDeveloping RESTful web APIs in
JavaManning Publications
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Java EE developers increasingly want to utilize OSGi to
develop modular applications for component and servicebased architectures. But tools required for OSGi
implementation have been slow to develop. Spring Dynamic
Modules (Spring DM) is a framework that simplifies the
creation of component and service-oriented architectures with
OSGi, to build modular Java applications using the powerful
Spring framework. Spring Dynamic Modules in Action
presents the fundamental concepts of OSGi-basedapps and
maps them to the familiar ideas of the Spring framework.
Then, it teaches the techniques and concepts required to
develop stable, flexible enterprise apps. Along the way,
readers will learn to incorporate other topics including
dependency injection and unit testing in an OSGi-based
environment. Purchase of the print book comes with an offer
of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also
available is all code from the book.
This volume provides an overview and an understanding of
REST (Representational State Transfer). Discussing the
constraints of REST the book focuses on REST as a type of
web architectural style. The focus is on applying REST
beyond Web applications (i.e., in enterprise environments),
and in reusing established and well-understood design
patterns when doing so. The reader will be able to
understand how RESTful systems can be designed and
deployed, and what the results are in terms of benefits and
challenges encountered in the process. Since REST is
relatively new as an approach for designing Web Services,
the more advanced part of the book collects a number of
challenges to some of the assumptions and constraints of
REST, and looks at current research work on how REST can
be extended and applied to scenarios that often are
considered not to be a good match for REST. This work will
help readers to reach a deeper understanding of REST on a
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practical as well as on an advanced level.
44 reusable patterns to develop and deploy reliable
production-quality microservices-based applications, with
worked examples in Java Key Features 44 design patterns for
building and deploying microservices applications Drawing on
decades of unique experience from author and microservice
architecture pioneer Chris Richardson A pragmatic approach
to the benefits and the drawbacks of microservices
architecture Solve service decomposition, transaction
management, and inter-service communication Purchase of
the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. About The Book
Microservices Patterns teaches you 44 reusable patterns to
reliably develop and deploy production-quality microservicesbased applications. This invaluable set of design patterns
builds on decades of distributed system experience, adding
new patterns for composing services into systems that scale
and perform under real-world conditions. More than just a
patterns catalog, this practical guide with worked examples
offers industry-tested advice to help you design, implement,
test, and deploy your microservices-based application. What
You Will Learn How (and why!) to use microservices
architecture Service decomposition strategies Transaction
management and querying patterns Effective testing
strategies Deployment patterns This Book Is Written For
Written for enterprise developers familiar with standard
enterprise application architecture. Examples are in Java.
About The Author Chris Richardson is a Java Champion, a
JavaOne rock star, author of Manning’s POJOs in Action,
and creator of the original CloudFoundry.com. Table of
Contents Escaping monolithic hell Decomposition strategies
Interprocess communication in a microservice architecture
Managing transactions with sagas Designing business logic in
a microservice architecture Developing business logic with
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event sourcing Implementing queries in a microservice
architecture External API patterns Testing microservices: part
1 Testing microservices: part 2 Developing production-ready
services Deploying microservices Refactoring to
microservices
Distributed and Cloud Computing: From Parallel Processing
to the Internet of Things offers complete coverage of modern
distributed computing technology including clusters, the grid,
service-oriented architecture, massively parallel processors,
peer-to-peer networking, and cloud computing. It is the first
modern, up-to-date distributed systems textbook; it explains
how to create high-performance, scalable, reliable systems,
exposing the design principles, architecture, and innovative
applications of parallel, distributed, and cloud computing
systems. Topics covered by this book include: facilitating
management, debugging, migration, and disaster recovery
through virtualization; clustered systems for research or
ecommerce applications; designing systems as web services;
and social networking systems using peer-to-peer computing.
The principles of cloud computing are discussed using
examples from open-source and commercial applications,
along with case studies from the leading distributed
computing vendors such as Amazon, Microsoft, and Google.
Each chapter includes exercises and further reading, with
lecture slides and more available online. This book will be
ideal for students taking a distributed systems or distributed
computing class, as well as for professional system designers
and engineers looking for a reference to the latest distributed
technologies including cloud, P2P and grid computing.
Complete coverage of modern distributed computing
technology including clusters, the grid, service-oriented
architecture, massively parallel processors, peer-to-peer
networking, and cloud computing Includes case studies from
the leading distributed computing vendors: Amazon,
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Microsoft, Google, and more Explains how to use
virtualization to facilitate management, debugging, migration,
and disaster recovery Designed for undergraduate or
graduate students taking a distributed systems course—each
chapter includes exercises and further reading, with lecture
slides and more available online
While the REST design philosophy has captured the
imagination of web and enterprise developers alike, using this
approach to develop real web services is no picnic. This
cookbook includes more than 100 recipes to help you take
advantage of REST, HTTP, and the infrastructure of the Web.
You'll learn ways to design RESTful web services for client
and server applications that meet performance, scalability,
reliability, and security goals, no matter what programming
language and development framework you use. Each recipe
includes one or two problem statements, with easy-to-follow,
step-by-step instructions for solving them, as well as
examples using HTTP requests and responses, and XML,
JSON, and Atom snippets. You'll also get implementation
guidelines, and a discussion of the pros, cons, and trade-offs
that come with each solution. Learn how to design resources
to meet various application scenarios Successfully design
representations and URIs Implement the hypertext constraint
using links and link headers Understand when and how to
use Atom and AtomPub Know what and what not to do to
support caching Learn how to implement concurrency control
Deal with advanced use cases involving copying, merging,
transactions, batch processing, and partial updates Secure
web services and support OAuth
Maximize the impact of your assets and business services by
providing APIs for developers and other users. The journey
described in this book starts with identifying business assets.
As part of the API team, you then need to identify and define
the requirements of traffic management, security, mediation,
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and orchestration. You also must define metrics for the
analytics to measure the success of the overall API program.
API documentation and the ease of developer onboarding
also determine the success of the APIs. Finally, monetization
of these APIs leads to revenue generation for the enterprise.
Author De — an expert in building and managing API solutions
— provides enterprise architects, designers, and technologists
with insight into the world of APIs and the various technical
aspects of building and managing an effective API
management solution. API Management: Developing and
Managing APIs for your Organization: Introduces the basics
of APIs and highlights their value Provides an overview of
technologies for building an API management solution and
defines the requirements, including how to build a RESTful
API Offers design principles for building developer-friendly
APIs Explains how to secure your APIs Shows how to use
API analytics to measure the success of your APIs
Demonstrates how to monetize APIs Finally, API
Management touches on various technical nuances of
creating, distributing, and managing an API. This book will not
only help you learn how to design, build, deploy, and manage
an API for an enterprise scale, but also generate revenue for
your organization. What You'll Learn Discover the API life
cycle Design and develop APIs Implement API security Test
your APIs Deploy and monitor your APIs Who This Book Is
For Enterprise architects, technology enthusiasts, security
architects, and operations specialists.
Assemble the complete stack required to build a modern web
app using MongoDB, Express, React, and Node. This book
also covers many other complementary tools: React Router,
GraphQL, React-Bootstrap, Babel, and Webpack. This new
edition will use the latest version of React (React 16) and the
latest React Router (React Router 4), which has a
significantly different approach to routing compared to React
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Router 2 which was used in the first edition of the book.
Though the primary focus of Pro MERN Stack is to equip you
with all that is required to build a full-fledged web application,
a large portion of the book will be devoted to React 16. The
popular MEAN (MongoDB, Express, AngularJS, Node) stack
introduced Single Page Apps (SPAs) and front-end ModelView-Controller (MVC) as new and efficient paradigms.
Facebook's React is a technology that competes indirectly
with AngularJS. It is not a full-fledged MVC framework. It is a
JavaScript library for building user interfaces (in some sense
the View part). Yet, it is possible to build a web app by
replacing AngularJS with React – hence the term MERN
stack What You Will Learn Discover the features of React 16
to get the maximum out of this library Gain the basics of
MongoDB, Express, and Node to build a web app Work with
other libraries complementary to React, including ReactBootstrap, React Router, and GraphQL Use tools such as
Babel and Webpack required to build JavaScript-based SPAs
Tie all the components together to build a complete web app.
Who This Book Is For Developers and architects who have
prior experience in any web app stack other than the MERN
stack will find the book useful to learn about this modern
stack. Prior knowledge of JavaScript, HTML, and CSS is
required.
REST architecture (style) is a pivot of distributed systems,
simplify data integration amongst modern and legacy
applications leverages through the RESTful paradigm. This
book is fully loaded with many RESTful API patterns,
samples, hands-on implementations and also discuss the
capabilities of many REST API frameworks for Java, Scala,
Python and Go
Cloud computing continues to emerge as a subject of
substantial industrial and academic interest. Although the
meaning and scope of “cloud computing” continues to be
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debated, the current notion of clouds blurs the distinctions
between grid services, web services, and data centers,
among other areas. Clouds also bring considerations of
lowering the cost for relatively bursty applications to the fore.
Cloud Computing: Principles, Systems and Applications is an
essential reference/guide that provides thorough and timely
examination of the services, interfaces and types of
applications that can be executed on cloud-based systems.
The book identifies and highlights state-of-the-art techniques
and methods for designing cloud systems, presents
mechanisms and schemes for linking clouds to economic
activities, and offers balanced coverage of all related
technologies that collectively contribute towards the
realization of cloud computing. With an emphasis on the
conceptual and systemic links between cloud computing and
other distributed computing approaches, this text also
addresses the practical importance of efficiency, scalability,
robustness and security as the four cornerstones of quality of
service. Topics and features: explores the relationship of
cloud computing to other distributed computing paradigms,
namely peer-to-peer, grids, high performance computing and
web services; presents the principles, techniques, protocols
and algorithms that can be adapted from other distributed
computing paradigms to the development of successful
clouds; includes a Foreword by Professor Mark Baker of the
University of Reading, UK; examines current cloud-practical
applications and highlights early deployment experiences;
elaborates the economic schemes needed for clouds to
become viable business models. This book will serve as a
comprehensive reference for researchers and students
engaged in cloud computing. Professional system architects,
technical managers, and IT consultants will also find this
unique text a practical guide to the application and delivery of
commercial cloud services. Prof. Nick Antonopoulos is Head
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of the School of Computing, University of Derby, UK. Dr. Lee
Gillam is a Lecturer in the Department of Computing at the
University of Surrey, UK.
Summary Mule in Action, Second Edition is a totally-revised
guide covering Mule 3 fundamentals and best practices. It
starts with a quick ESB overview and then dives into rich
examples covering core concepts like sending, receiving,
routing, and transforming data. About the Technology An
enterprise service bus is a way to integrate enterprise
applications using a bus-like infrastructure. Mule is the
leading open source Java ESB. It borrows from the
Hohpe/Woolf patterns, is lightweight, can publish REST and
SOAP services, integrates well with Spring, is customizable,
scales well, and is cloud-ready. About the Book Mule in
Action, Second Edition is a totally revised guide covering
Mule 3 fundamentals and best practices. It starts with a quick
ESB overview and then dives into rich examples covering
core concepts like sending, receiving, routing, and
transforming data. You'll get a close look at Mule's standard
components and how to roll out custom ones. You'll also pick
up techniques for testing, performance tuning, and BPM
orchestration, and explore cloud API integration for SaaS
applications. Written for developers, architects, and IT
managers, this book requires familiarity with Java but no
previous exposure to Mule or other ESBs. Purchase of the
print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. What's Inside Full
coverage of Mule 3 Integration with cloud services Common
transports, routers, and transformers Security, routing,
orchestration, and transactions About the Authors David
Dossot is a software architect and has created numerous
modules and transports for Mule. John D'Emic is a principal
solutions architect and Victor Romero a solutions architect,
both at MuleSoft, Inc. Table of Contents PART 1 CORE
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MULE Discovering Mule Processing messages with Mule
Working with connectors Transforming data with Mule
Routing data with Mule Working with components and
patterns PART 2 RUNNING MULE Integration architecture
with Mule Deploying Mule Exception handling and transaction
management with Mule Securing Mule Tuning Mule PART 3
TRAVELING FURTHER WITH MULE Developing with Mule
Writing custom cloud connectors and processors Augmenting
Mule with orthogonal technologies
The popularity of REST in recent years has led to tremendous
growth in almost-RESTful APIs that don’t include many of the
architecture’s benefits. With this practical guide, you’ll learn
what it takes to design usable REST APIs that evolve over
time. By focusing on solutions that cross a variety of domains,
this book shows you how to create powerful and secure
applications, using the tools designed for the world’s most
successful distributed computing system: the World Wide
Web. You’ll explore the concepts behind REST, learn
different strategies for creating hypermedia-based APIs, and
then put everything together with a step-by-step guide to
designing a RESTful Web API. Examine API design
strategies, including the collection pattern and pure
hypermedia Understand how hypermedia ties representations
together into a coherent API Discover how XMDP and ALPS
profile formats can help you meet the Web API "semantic
challenge" Learn close to two-dozen standardized
hypermedia data formats Apply best practices for using HTTP
in API implementations Create Web APIs with the JSON-LD
standard and other the Linked Data approaches Understand
the CoAP protocol for using REST in embedded systems
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